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The RQA Conference Programme Committee
invites you to attend the 2016 Research Quality
Association Annual Conference in Brighton.
About the conference
Now is a good time to consider the value of Quality groups across
all the GxPs.
We are all faced with increasing innovation, greater transparency
requirements as well as more risk based approaches. These changes need
to be balanced with a constant requirement from our organisations to
reduce costs and work more efficiently and effectively. Value added quality
needs to be considered, a move away from the more traditional roles of
QA to greater proactive quality solutions. In this time of significant change
it is good to take stock and re-think how best to position our Quality
groups as we play a more significant role in our organisations to meet ever
demanding objectives. In today’s volatile environment with the increasing
struggle for survival, QA must take a more active role to see where extra
value can be added to our organisations.
With this in mind and embracing conference and membership feedback
the Programme Committee agreed the theme for this year’s conference –
Quality: adding value.

From iconic tourist attractions to beachfront cool, Brighton is a treasure trove
of things to do and places to go. Vibrant, colourful, fun and free, Brighton
offers the energy of the city and freedom of the sea. It really is unique.
From the stunning heritage of the Royal Pavilion, Regency architecture and
Victorian aquariums to the seaside fun of Brighton Pier, the Brighton Wheel
and the famous pebble beach, Brighton offers something for every walk of
life. Brighton is famous for shopping with the lifestyle shops of The Lanes to
the unique shops of Hove; the retro chic of the North Laine to the big-name
stores of Churchill Square and Brighton Marina, shopping in Brighton really
is retail paradise.

About the venue
The Hilton Brighton Metropole
The Hilton Brighton Metropole is a 4-star hotel and conference centre located
on the seafront in Brighton, East Sussex. This landmark hotel was designed by
architect Alfred Waterhouse, who was also the architect of University College
London and the Natural History Museum.
The hotel boasts 340 well-appointed rooms, many with sea views and a
LivingWell gymnasium, spa and swimming pool.
There are 33 meeting rooms including three large exhibition halls and the
Oxford Suite is able to seat 1,000 delegates.
With 125 years of history, the hotel delivers a contemporary experience which
embraces the unique character of the city. With prime access to the seafront and
the city centre, delegates can explore the many interesting sights and places
within vibrant Brighton.
The hotel is within easy reach of major travel links just off the A23 and only
five minutes from Brighton railway station. Gatwick Airport is 30 minutes away
and Central London is less than an hour by train.

Wednesday 9 November 2016
Morning Sessions 1 and 2 – Plenary

Session 1
Quality: Adding Value
Chair: David Butler, RQA Chair
09.15 Opening address

		 David Butler
		 RQA Chair

09.30	Redefining Quality for the
21st Century – accelerating
change, reducing costs and
protecting reputation

		
Keynote speaker
		

		 John Oakland
		 Oakland Consulting
		The 21st Century world of
business never rests – the
speed of flow of information has
created global markets in which
we all trade; as consumers and
business people.
		In the past, Quality has
become synonymous with
control, compliance and cost.
Excessive focus on the internal
organisational capability to meet
standards of product and service
quality to customers, consumers
and regulators has often
generated overly-bureaucratic
approaches that have attracted a
negative perception, particularly
in boardrooms. As a consequence,
Quality has been seen as an
operational tool for control and
improvement in the materials and
information supply chains.

		But if we are to meet the
challenges of the 21st century,
then Quality must play a wider
role in businesses. The demand
in overseas markets and the
opportunities that outsourcing
presents, require control over a
more complex value network.
Furthermore, the transfer of
responsibility for processing
up and down the supply chain
is creating the need for Quality
to manage operations ‘at
arm’s length,’ where partners,
suppliers and even our
customers or consumers play a
key role in successfully achieving
desired outcomes.
		The extent to which
management can adapt and
adopt these opportunities will
depend upon the extent to
which they build a ‘learning
organisation’ that is quick to
change, avoiding excessive
costs and reputational impacts
of getting it wrong. Quality can
play a part in this challenge,
shifting its contribution to that of
a ‘strategic guide,’ helping to derisk the agenda and speed up the
time to realisation of benefits.
To do this, we must change the
role and perception of Quality
in our organisations; we must
‘Redefine Quality.’
10.30 Refreshment break

Session 2
Quality: Adding Value
Chair: Jane Elliston, Battelle UK Ltd
11.00	Quality – added value or
added expense

		 Rebecca Stanbrook
		Novartis
	 •	Challenges for QA across
the GxPs
•	Risk based approach to the touch
points for QA activities
•	Measure of the value –
are metrics a method of
proving worth?
•	What could QA do differently
to provide extra value? Anything?
11.45	EMA Regulatory Update

		 Anabela Marcal
		EMA
		A regulatory update from
the EMA
12.30 Lunch

Wednesday 9 November 2016
Afternoon Session 3 – GxP Streams
Stream A
Session 3
Good Clinical
Practice (GCP)
Chairs: Angelika Tillmann, Chiltern
and Patricia Henley, London School
of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine
13.30 ICH E6 and EU CT Regulation

Gail Francis
		MHRA
• Update on ICH E6
•	Update on the EU CT Regulation
and the UK implementation
		 – Guidelines
		 – Implementation Acts
		 – Delegated Acts
14.15	The regulatory intelligence
for GCP QA

Stream B
15.00 Speed debate
		RQA GCP Committee –

		Glene Sandom,
Barney Horne,
Trish Henley and
Cathy Dove
		Speed debate pitting academia,
pharma and CROs against each
other on hot topics including:
• ITTs
• TMF Management
• Third party vendors
• Risk-based approaches

Session 3
Good Laboratory
Practice (GLP)
Chair: Karen Hunt, MedImmune
13.30 GLP Regulatory update

Mark Goodwin
		GlaxoSmithKline
•	OECD GLP Discussion Group –
outputs from the three ‘themes’
and what’s on the horizon?
• EU – what’s the latest?
•	MHRA – GLP. Clinical
laboratories and data integrity –
all the updates

15.45 Refreshment break

Petcharat Jones
		Pfizer
• Who the customers are
• What they want/need to know
• Where data comes from
• How to package it

Stream C
14.15 Quality: Adding value

Marian Mutch
		Covance
•	Applying ISO in a GLP
environment
•	How has quality added value in a
regulated environment?
•	Data analysis driving actions to
improve quality
15.00 Data Integrity

		 Lesley Graham
		MHRA
		Data Integrity is not new.
		The focus of this presentation
will be on the new guidance and
what this looks like in practical
terms for a GLP facility. It will
use specific real examples of
Good Data Integrity Practices
and poor Data Integrity Practice
and deficiencies
15.45 Refreshment break

Afternoon Session 4 – Plenary
Session 4

Regulators round
table discusion
Chair: Rebecca Stanbrook, Novartis
16.15 Round Table Discussion

MHRA/EMA Regulators

		A round table discussion on
hot Topics/industry issues.
If you have any questions for
consideration please email these
to tward@therqa.com

17.00 RQA Annual General Meeting
17.45	Meet the delegates drinks
reception

Session 3
Good Manufacturing
Practice (GMP)
Chair: Rhona McAteer, TMQA
13.30 GMP Regulatory update

		 Philip Butson
		GlaxoSmithKline
		The presentation will provide
the latest news on recent
and expected GMP regulatory
changes.
14.15 MHRA GMP Updates

		 Alan Moon
		MHRA
•	Annexe 16 changes and
application to IMPs
•	Update on CT Regulation and
replacement of Annexe 13
•	Update on progress with Annexe 1
revision
• Data integrity update

Good Distribution
Practice (GDP)
Chair: Sue Mann, Sue Mann
Consultancy Ltd
15.00 Value chain or cold chain?

Louise Handy
		 Handy Consulting
•	Value chain in the context
of GDP
•	Critical steps in GDP activities
		 – Moving products
		 – Cold chain/temperature control
•	GDP maintaining and/or adding
to the value of products
15.45 Refreshment break

Wednesday 9 November 2016
Afternoon Session 3 – GxP Streams
Stream D
Session 3
Pharmacovigilance
(PV)

Stream E
14.15 Regulatory update

		 Kiernan Trevett

Chairs: Allison Jack,
GlaxoSmithKline and Ana Maria
Aguirre-Arteta, F. Hoffmann-La
Roche Ltd
13.30	Pharmacovigilance in Asia
Pacific – what’s it like?

		MHRA
•	Good Vigilance Practice:
A regulators perspective and
current regulatory trend
15.00 Approach to auditing PBERs

		 Andrew Cooper

		GlaxoSmithKline
•	Where can an auditor add the
most value?
•	What are the biggest compliance
risks?
•	Is there value in checking
if summary tabulations are
accurate?
• Overlaps with RMPs

		Baxalta
		Presentation aims to provide
delegates with:
•	High level overview of APAC
pharmacovigilance requirements
•	Discuss the complexities of
implementing pharmacovigilance
requirements in APAC
•	Update of regulatory inspection
activities in APAC

		 Manjit Virdee

15.45 Refreshment break

Session 3
DIGIT
Chair: Trev Simmons,
Alere International
13.30	Regulatory update
in computing

		
Matt Jones
		 Johnson & Johnson
•	New and emerging regulations
and guidance for IT validation
•	The impact of GxP regulations
on IT
14.15	The value of dedicated IT
auditors in R&D quality

		
Olga Stoll
		Bayer
•	What is the difference between
IT QA and IT auditor?
•	What are the specifics of the IT
auditor?
•	What kind of audits do IT
auditors cover and how are the
audits managed?
•	Common IT audit findings
•	What is the value on having
dedicated IT auditors

Stream F
Good Research
Practice (GRP)
Chair: Joy Eldridge, AstraZeneca
15.00 HRA update

		 Janet Messer
		HRA
•	Full roll out of HRA approval for
clinical studies running in the UK
has taken place
•	Sponsors/CROs should work to
new approval arrangements for
new studies
•	New approval arrangements will
also apply to existing studies
involving NHS sites in England,
for addition of new investigator
sites and protocol amendments
•	New arrangements are part of
preparation for implementation
of the EU Clinical Trial
Regulation
15.45 Refreshment break

Afternoon Session 4 – Plenary
Session 4

Regulators round
table discusion
Chair: Rebecca Stanbrook, Novartis
16.15 Round Table Discussion

MHRA/EMA Regulators

		A round table discussion on
hot Topics/industry issues.
If you have any questions for
consideration please email these
to tward@therqa.com

17.00 RQA Annual General Meeting
17.45	Meet the delegates drinks
reception

Session 3
Animal Health

Medical Devices

Chair: Lindsay Heasman, Westpoint
Veterinary Group
13.30	Risk based approaches to
internal audits

Chair: Alan Dench, Clinical
Compliance Services
15.00 Medical Devices update

		 Sven Buckingham

		MHRA
		Update on the medical devices
regulation for Europe.

		Buckingham QA
Consultancy Ltd
•	Risk-based internal auditing –
adding value
•	What do we audit? How much
should we audit?
•	Does the approach differ
between GCP(v) and GLP in an
internal audit situation?
14.15	Risk-based approaches to
third-party auditing

		 Marci Murphy
		
MSD
•	Auditing third-party
organisations (CROs) in a riskbased audit programme
•	Factors to consider when
planning a risk-based audit
programme

		 Ranulf Barman

15.45 Refreshment break

Thursday 10 November 2016
Morning Sessions 1 and 2 – Streams
Stream A
Session 1
Value of Data
Chair: Angelika Tillmann, Chiltern
9.00 Principles of Data Integrity

		 Lee Debenham
		Celgene
		GxP presentation on principles
and inspection expectations on
data integrity
9.45 Practicalities of Data Integrity

Patrick Kilbane
		 F. Hoffmann-La Roche
•	What is critical data, the data
lifecycle and data flow?
•	Where does the data exist
and why are so many systems
connected?
•	How do we assess and challenge
all of the risks/weaknesses in
the data flow?
10.30 Refreshment break

Session 2
Value of Data
Chair: Matt Jones,
Johnson & Johnson
11.00	Inspecting effective Data
Integrity

		 Ian Ramsey
		RamseyPharma
•	What is Data Integrity and
Background
		 –	Types of typical data integrity
issues
		 –	History and Background (why
now?)
		 – Direction of Travel

Stream B
• Risks of Data Integrity
		 –	Overview of risk and data
integrity
		 – Inspection risks
		 – Example Deficiencies
• What to Expect on Inspection
		 – Bad Practice vs Falsification
		 – What’s your strategy?
		 – Specific areas of high risk
•	Practical Solutions and
Improvements
		 – Leveraging Existing Skills and
Processes (QRM & Validation)
		 –	Self Awareness and Self
Inspection
		 –	Managing a Data integrity
Issue
• Closing thoughts and Q&A
11.45 IT cost or benefit?

		 Speaker to be advised
		A common remark about IT, is the
cost it presents to the business,
this can lead to a negative mindset that IT is a drain rather than
an enabler. Where does IT and
data integrity add value? How
can you quantify the return on
investment (ROI) for IT systems
and processes to support your
business.
• IT cost or benefit?
• Identifying the ROI of IT delivery
• Confirming the ROI for IT
12.30 Lunch

Stream C

Session 1
Innovation and Risk

Session 2
Innovation and Risk

Session 1
Value Perspectives

Session 2
Value Perspectives

Chair: Kerry Bunyan, Chiltern
9.00	Risk – But from who’s point of
view

Chair: Kerry Bunyan, Chiltern
11.00 Evaluating the risk

		 Peter Eather
		GlaxoSmithKline
•	Risk introduction – It’s part of
our language
•	Risk – We see it being used in
many areas
•	Risk – Who is really taking the
risk – who’s eyes should we be
looking through
• Risk in the deviation process
•	Reducing the risk with human errors
9.45	Application of quality risk
management in pharmaceutical
product lifecycle processes

		 ICON PLC
• Evaluation of risk in clinical trials
• Risk identification
•	Risk and error management and
effective mitigation
•	Oversight of risk using an
effective quality management
system
•	Adoption of the ICH GCP
requirements relating to risk
management
11.45	Putting the human back into
quality: understanding a
systematic approach to GCP

Chair: Nicky Dodsworth,
Premier Research
9.00	Unlocking the real potential
of our findings

Chair: Louise Handy, Handy
Consulting Ltd
11.00	Introducing QA in a
non-regulated drug discovery
organisation

		 Henny Koch

		 Brian Edwards

		Qimp Management Systems Ltd
•	Awareness, identification and
categorization of risk is key
to mitigate overall risk during
pharmaceutical development
• 	Quality by design can only be
achieved by identifying failure
effect, mode and impact within the
development process (critical quality
attributes)
• 	Routinely applied QRM for mitigation
of risk during development facilitates
the realization of quality metrics for
product lifecycle management
• 	The use of product and process
related quality metrics will help
smooth technology transfer and
improve manufacturing control
resulting in products with the
desired quality attributes

		NDA Regulatory Science Ltd
•	The importance of developing a
shared mental state about the
system
•	Identifying how human factors
are the main factor controlling
good quality processes
•	Developing techniques to better
control human performance
towards better quality
•	How will we measure human
performance as measures of
safety?

10.30 Refreshment break

		 Emer Doherty

12.30 Lunch

		
Joanne North
		GlaxoSmithKline
•	Gain better insights from
analytics
•	Drive greater transparency of
findings and trends within your
audit teams and customers
•	Creating greater opportunity for
learnings
•	Engage your audience with more
appealing ways of presenting
trends
9.45	Stakeholders – they get
what they deserve

Paul Strickland
		Strickland Quality
Assurance Ltd
• Who are our stakeholders?
• What do they want?
• What is quality in their teams?
•	Should we always give them
what they want?
•	Should we persuade them of a
better way
10.30 Refreshment break

		 Tom Lavrijssen
		Janssen Pharmaceutica NV
•	Quality standards in a research
community
•	The role QA can play in
convincing management on
implementing and monitoring
Good Research Practices
•	Identifying risks and the
challenges to come to quality
maintenance in a non-regulated
environment
11.45 The value of inspections

Carrie Scott
		Takeda Development Centre
Europe Ltd
•	Former inspector’s perspective
following three years supporting
inspection from within a global
pharmaceutical organization
•	Benefits both within the
pharmacovigilance function and
also the wider organisation
•	Preparation can be helpful in
focusing attention, improving
documentation and driving
efficiencies
•	Taking advantage of an external
perspective on your systems and
processes
12.30 Lunch

Thursday 10 November 2016
Afternoon Sessions 3 and 4 – Streams
Stream A
Session 3
Value of Data
Chair: Matt Jones,
Johnson & Johnson
13.30 T ransforming data to
knowledge within valid
computerised systems

		 Oliver Hermann
		Consultant
		The value of data is not intrinsic
to the data itself, but depends on
what purpose the data is intended
to serve in answering questions or
testing a hypothesis. Only when
data has been transformed to
knowledge can this information
be truly useful to stakeholders
in supporting decision-making
processes. At the same time, the
knowledge gained needs to be
retained and accessible within
the organisation, independent
of personnel turnover. While
individual software applications
play a pivotal role in the collection
and analysis of data, the real
‘work horses’ in transforming data
to knowledge are computerised
systems. This presentation seeks
to provide an understanding of
the difference between data
and knowledge and how valid
computerised systems, defined
and managed correctly, can
support data-driven decisionmaking in a regulated GxP
environment.
14.15 S
 hifting sands and lunar
landscapes: Understanding
the value of metadata

		 Russel Joyce
		Heath Barrowcliff
Consulting Ltd

Stream B

Stream C

		Metadata has tremendous
value to organisations and to
those with whom they interact
whether internally or externally.
It is critical for organisations and
individuals alike to understand
the often changing relevance
and value of metadata over
time if its full potential is to be
realised and it can be exploited
for its benefits as an effective
organisational and descriptive
to aid efficient retrieval and
also to facilitate processes and
introduce efficiencies. But the
value and cost of metadata
are highly dependent on its
usefulness and can prove
complex to determine. This
presentation aims to examine
how metadata can be framed as
an organisational blessing and
not a burden.

Session 3
Innovation and Risk

Session 4
GLP QA Clinic

Session 3
Value Perspectives

Chair: Patricia Henley, London
School of Hygiene and Tropical
Medicine
13.30	Fraud: What’s the risk,
where’s the harm?

Chair: Paul Davidson, Headway
Quality Evolution
15.30 Joining the dots

Chair: Joy Eldridge, AstraZeneca
13.30 Consultants Forum

		 Roger Chapman

		 Handy Consulting Ltd

15.00 Refreshment break

		Pfizer
•	Why systems audits: Advantages
and disadvantages
• A System ‘fit for purpose’
•	Effectiveness/impact/actions of
systems audits across all GxPs

Session 4
GCP QA Clinic
Chair: Chris Shepherd,
GlaxoSmithKline
15.30 GCP QA Clinic
		‘Hot Topics’ from the world
of GCP to be discussed and
debated amongst your
QA colleagues. An excellent
opportunity to ask those burning
questions to a room full of
experts!
19.00	Pre gala dinner drinks
reception
19.30 Gala dinner

		 Barney Horne
		 Daiichi Sankyo
•	Prevalence and examples
of fraud in pharmaceutical
development
•	Fraud prevention measures
– technical and behavioural
considerations
•	Detection of fraud – it can
be done
• Management and consequences
14.15 The Value of Systems Audit

		
Rocio Castellanos

15.00 Refreshment break

		 Chapman QA Ltd
•	When things go wrong, why do
we keep reinventing the wheel?
•	Does your CAPA process
really work?
•	Harnessing the value in
deviations
16.15 GLP QA Clinic
		Come along to an exciting and
fun workshop to increase your
knowledge and understanding of
some topical issues.
19.00	Pre gala dinner drinks
reception
19.30 Gala dinner

		 Louise Handy
		 Bev Mehentee
		 Wider Perspectives Ltd
		RQA’s Global Engagement Team
has set up a Consultant’s Forum
within RQA.
		Provisionally, topics for
discussion include:
•	Considerations before you take
the plunge
• Getting started
• Writing proposals
• Master Service Agreements
• Accounting
• Invoicing
• Tax matters
• VAT
• Contracts
• Insurance
• Networking
•	Initiatives for peer review
arrangements
		
How can RQA support you?
		The audience will also be asked
to propose topics for future
meetings
14.15 The value of RQA

Lee Monk
		RQA Education & Training
Committee Chair
		This session will highlight to
members and non-members alike
what RQA has to offer to the
quality professional. It will be
an interactive slot for all quality

personnel (from newcomers to
experts) emphasising the many
products and opportunities
available from RQA.We will be
featuring the new innovative
volunteer programme that
illustrates how by giving a little,
you can gain so much more.
15.00 Refreshment break

Session 4
GMP QA Clinic
Chair: Julian Reeves, Cogent Ltd
15.30	GMP/GCP/GDP boundary
issues

		 Sue Mann
		 Sue Mann Consultancy Ltd
•	Where do these boundaries
overlap?
• What are the issues?
• What are the challenges?
•	Strategies to ensure effective
management
16.15 PSF meets TMF

		 Kate Krachai
		 Quality Context Limited
•	Which GMP documents should
be stored in the PSF and which
in the TMF?
•	Who is responsible for collating
the PSF documentation?
		The presentation will cover some
hints and tips of ways to manage
the PSF in conjunction with the
TMF and how GMP and GCP can
collaborate together.
19.00	Pre gala dinner drinks
reception
19.30 Gala dinner

Thursday 10 November 2016

Friday 11 November 2016

Afternoon Session 4 – Streams

Morning Sessions 1 and 2 – Plenary

Stream D

Stream E

Stream G

Session 4
PV QA Clinic

Session 4
DIGIT QA Clinic

Chair: Allison Jack,
GlaxoSmithKline
15.30	Practical aspects of
the implementation,
maintenance and use
of the PV Master File:
Industry Benchmarking

Chair: Trev Simmons, Alere
International
15.30 DIGIT QA Clinic
		 RQA DIGIT Committee

Session 4
Animal Health
QA Clinic

Calvin Johnson
		
AbbVie
		An overview of the RQA
industry benchmarking
survey on the PV System
Master File, to include:
•	Practical aspects regarding
the implementation
•	Challenges and best
practice regarding
maintenance
•	How the PSMF is used
internally and externally
•	Regulatory authority
feedback
16.15	Development of
risk-based PV audit
programmes –
Workshop

RQA PV Committee
		Development of risk based
audit programmes to align
with GVP Module IV for
affiliates, external service
providers, licensing
partners and process audit
strategies
19.00	Pre gala dinner drinks
reception
19.30 Gala dinner

19.00	Pre gala dinner drinks
reception
19.30 Gala dinner

Stream F
Session 4
Medical Devices
QA Clinic
Chair: Colette McIntyre,
HeartSine Technologies Ltd
15.30	New medical device
regulations for Europe

		
Amie Smirthwaite
		BSI
		The notified bodies’ view
on the new regulations.
16.15	Medical Devices QA
Clinic
19.00	Pre gala dinner drinks
reception
19.30 Gala dinner

Chair: Karl Butler, Merck
15.30	Data integrity in the
animal health arena

		
Sven Buckingham
		Buckingham QA
Consultancy Ltd
• Regulatory requirements
•	Good documentation
practice
•	Controls to assure data
integrity
		 Electronic Data Capture
•	EDC in animal health
studies
•	Making EDC work in
the field
16.15	EDC in the animal health
arena
19.00	Pre gala dinner drinks
reception
19.30 Gala dinner

Session 1
Chair: Vanessa Grant, RQA Chair
9.15	Japanese regulations
and JSQA update

		
JSQA International
Affairs Committee
9.45	Quality Adding Value –
Interactive debate

		
Julian Reeves
		 Cogent Ltd

		 Kerry Bunyan
		Chiltern

		 Andrew Waddell
		 TMQA

		 Jane Elliston
		 Battelle UK Ltd

		
Bev Mehentee
		Wider Perspective Ltd
and

		
Mark Aubrey
		Mitsubishi Tanabe
Pharma Europe
		A debating panel of
experienced speakers
who will debate the pros
and cons of different
approaches to QA related
topics such as:
•	Should auditors be
involved in the follow-up
of CAPAs?

•	Should auditors make
recommendations to help
auditees formulate CAPA
responses?
•	Inspections: Have they
now become merely a box
ticking exercise?
•	Risk Management for the
planning of audits – is this
just an excuse for cost
reduction?
•	Can remote auditing, like
remote monitoring ever be
truly effective?
		The roles of QA and
Auditors are dynamic
and constantly changing
but has our approach to
situations stagnated? The
aim of the session is to
challenge our ‘normal’
way of thinking. There
may not be necessarily
a right or wrong answer
but by debating some
example situations that
we are constantly faced
with, hopefully we will
challenge the norm.
10.45 Refreshment break

Session 2
Chair: Vanessa Grant, RQA Chair
11.15	Are we coming to the end of clinical trials?

Keynote speaker
Lord Winston is Professor
of Science and Society
and Emeritus Professor
of Fertility Studies at
Imperial College London.

Lord Robert Winston
The gold standard for any new
medical treatment is a randomised
controlled clinical trial. Ideally
this requires a carefully selected
cohort of individuals with a
clearly defined phenotype. As we
begin to understand the intricate
working of our genes we need
a clear record of environmental
influences on individuals in
such cohorts. Big data may
solve some issues, but currently
many predictions of health and
disease, nor the advantages of
personalised medicine, have been
fully validated. So variations in
many individuals in trials may not
be truly relevant to the treatment
of other patients. Moreover
clinical trials are increasingly
expensive and are enveloped by
regulation and legislation. Will
‘evidence-based medicine’ need a
radical change?
12.15 Closing remarks

Vanessa Grant
		 RQA Chair

In the 1970s he developed
gynaecological surgical
techniques that improved fertility
treatments. He later pioneered
new treatments to improve in vitro
fertilisation (IVF) and developed
pre-implantation diagnosis. This
allowed embryos to be screened
for genetic diseases and has
allowed parents carrying faulty
genes to have children free of
illnesses such as cystic fibrosis.
He now runs a research
programme at the Institute of
Reproductive and Developmental
Biology at Imperial College that
aims to improve human
transplantation. Robert Winston
has over 300 scientific publications
about human reproduction and the
early stages of pregnancy. Robert
Winston is also Chairman of
the Genesis Research Trust –
a charity which raised over
£13 million to establish the
Institute of Reproductive and
Developmental Biology and which
now funds high quality research
into women’s health and babies.

The Gala dinner
Hilton Brighton Metropole, Thursday 10 November 2016
Join us for the Gala dinner, one of the highlights of the conference
Theme: 1950s style
19.00

Pre-dinner drinks reception

19.30

Gala dinner

21.00

Live band with dancing

Dress code:
Ladies – Circular skirts/wiggle dresses or ballgowns.
Gentlemen – Teddy boys, leathers or black tie/suits.
The cost of the gala dinner is included in the full delegate
registration fee.
The cost for one or two day delegates and guests is £70.

Information
Fees, travel and accommodation

There are also regular services from Bedford, London St Pancras
and London Bridge, as well as direct services from Scotland,
the North West, Midlands, West Country and South Wales.
There is also a link from Gatwick to Brighton which
takes around 30 minutes.
For information visit: www.firstcapitalconnect.co.uk
The Hilton Brighton Metropole is only 15 minutes walk from
the station or a couple of minutes by taxi.
By coach
National Express coaches operate regular services departing
from London Heathrow (hourly) and Gatwick (every 30
minutes) airports. Journey time from Heathrow is around
2 hours 10 minutes and from Gatwick 55 minutes.
The Hilton Brighton Metropole is approximately 800 metres
from the bus station.
For information departing from Heathrow and Gatwick visit:
www.nationalexpress.com/home.aspx

Single occupancy in a double room
£156 per person per night including breakfast and VAT.
Double occupancy in a double room
£168 per room per night including breakfast and VAT.
To obtain these rates please telephone the hotel central
reservations on 0870 590 9090 and quote code ARQAA.
There are many other hotels in Brighton close by.
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Brighton is around 45 minutes from the M25 London orbital
motorway via the M23 and A259.
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Brighton
BN1 2FU
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All hotel accommodation is booked direct with the Hilton
Brighton Metropole. RQA holds an allocation of rooms at
the hotel and these are likely to go very quickly.
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For information on delegate fees and to book online please
visit the RQA website at www.therqa.com
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Research Quality Association
3 Wherry Lane, Ipswich
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T: +44 (0)1473 221411
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www.therqa.com

